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Nippon
Easy access to Haneda Airport and Narita
Airport. With Shinjuku, Shibuya, Roppongi,
and Ginza conveniently close, you can
experience traditional Japanese culture.
Enjoy your time in Shinagawa with facilities
to unwind and great attractions.

Tokyo Take Free
Shinagawa

Have a nice trip to Shinagawa!

Basic information
about Japan
Kind of money
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・The basic unit of money in Japan is the yen (¥ or 円 ).
・Bills come in ¥1,000, ¥5,000, and ¥10,000 denominations.
・Coins come in ¥1, ¥5, ¥10, ¥50, ¥100, and ¥500 denominations.
・All currency besides the ¥5 coin has their value written in digits.

品川のイベント情報は
アプリ
「ココシル品川」でチェック！
Check out events in Shinagawa
via the Kokosil Shinagawa app!

品川のおすすめスポットを、AR機能を
使って楽しく紹介しています。

How to Take the Train

This enjoyable app uses Augmented Reality
to introduce Shinagawa's top spots.
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Purchase tickets from a
ticket machine.

2

C o n s u lt th e ch a rt to
determine the ticket price.

3

Purchase a ticket of the
correct value from the
machine.

4

Insert your ticket into the
automated ticket gate.

How to Take a Taxi
You can hail taxis by raising your hand on the side of the road. Taxis with a “空 車” sign or with the
light on the taxi roof turned off are vacant.
You can also get a taxi at taxi stands located by stations, hotels, and department stores. Most
taxis fit four passengers.
Most taxis charge a 20% late night surcharge from 10 PM to 5 AM. Please note that some taxis
are cash only.

Emergency Numbers
Call 110 for the police if you are involved in a traffic accident, robbery, or other criminal incident.
Call 119 for an ambulance for a sick or injured person, or in case of a fire.
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2-1-36 Hiromachi,Shinagawa-ku,Tokyo
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and store closures may also vary due to COVID-19. Please
be sure to check in advance.

1F,1-14-1 Ooi,Shinagawa-ku,Tokyo
https://shinagawa-kanko.or.jp

